Terms and conditions
1. To partake in any yoga group or private class, workshop or course is done at your own risk. The given
classes are physical and there is always a risk of injury. The participant self is responsible for any injury. If
in doubt, please check with your doctor if it is beneficial for you to participate in yoga classes.
2. Each participant must inform the instructor of any physical symptoms and/or injuries prior to
commencement of the class. Without this information the teacher won’t be able to guide the participant
properly. A pregnancy should also be reported to the instructor.
3. Yoga Sanchara is not liable for any damage and/or loss of any property of the participant.
4. We strongly advise to book a yoga class online via Momoyoga to ensure a spot, and the class is not fully
booked. If the participant is unable to attend a class then this should be canceled at least 24 hours in
advance. Workshops and courses have a cancellation period of 1 week. In case of late cancellation Yoga
Sanchara is obliged to charge the reserved class, workshop or course costs.
5. Regular group classes only take place with at least 3 signups. Without further notice of Yoga Sanchara
regular group classes will actually take place. For workshops and courses the minimum number of
signups required to allow passage will be determined at the time. This will be indicated in the details of the
particular workshop or course on the website.
6. It is possible that a class is canceled. If so, the booking will be void. In this case, the lesson will not be
deducted from the relevant subscription and the participant will be able to take the class at a later stage.
Check Momoyoga to make sure the classes will actually take place.
7. On school holidays and any other special events there might be a different roster. In this case you may
see a notice via Momoyoga and/or newsletter, that the regular class have been moved to a different time
and a different date. Check Momoyoga to make sure the classes will actually take place.
8. No classes will be given on public holidays.
9. In the case of missed classes due to illness, vacation or any other reasons, there will be no refund.
10. All subscriptions, as well as the trial and private class fees must be paid in advance by the participant
through iDEAL or a bank transfer, indicating first name, surname and type of class/subscription, to
NL16 KNAB 0255 3459 09 to the attention of Yoga Sanchara.
11. Yoga Sanchara subscriptions are strictly personal and not transferable. Refund of tuition fees is not
possible.
12. In certain cases subscriptions are allowed to be “frozen” or put on hold temporarily. However this has to
be discussed with the Yoga Sanchara owner prior to undertaking any changes.
13. In case of outstanding payment Yoga Sanchara deserves the right to claim from the participant all
collection costs.
14. In case of none, or late payment Yoga Sanchara has the right to remove the participant from attending
any further group- or private class, workshop or course. The Yoga Sanchara owner is happy to discuss at
any time, how to resolve any issues in regards to payment.
15. Yoga Sanchara reserves the right to alter any schedule and/or training facility, as well as to alter or
contribute to the terms and conditions at any time they choose to do so. Changes will be posted on the
website and in Momoyoga.
16. Any issues that could arise in written form, or verbally with a participant not agreeing to the terms and
conditions will be presented to a competent judge or a person(s) of the same caliber. All cases presented
to Yoga Sanchara will have to adhere to the Dutch legal system.
17. Upon enrollment in Momoyoga and when participating in any of the yoga classes, workshops and courses
you agree to these terms and conditions set out above, including subscription of the newsletter for which
unsubscribing is always possible.

